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Overview 
Above ground fuel storage tanks are susceptible to developing rim fires from 
lightning strikes providing an ignition source for hydrocarbons rising through gaps 
between tank walls and the floating tank lid. Bypass conductors, highly 
conductive copper cables, can route the lightning strike energy off of the tank lid 
and into the tank walls, effectively grounding the energy. 
 

Objectives 
The objective is to determine the optimal number of bypass conductors required, the optimal geometry, 
and a computer simulation to describe the behavior of the physical circuit created.  

 
Approach 
● First meeting with MPC brought the team up to speed with Phase I progress and accomplishments 
● Determination of customer needs and requirements were established during the first meeting 
● Extensive literature searches helped our team gain understanding of lightning physics 
● Team visited fuel storage tank in East Sparta, Ohio to gain better understanding of the problem 
● Team applied understanding of lightning physics to develop project plan and preliminary designs 
● Split into two smaller teams, one to develop computer simulation and one to develop physical 

model 
● Materials were ordered and construction initiated, throughout construction process many design 

improvements were implemented into initial design plan 
● Once the model construction was complete, the team acquired all necessary instrumentation  
● Baseline testing was completed to understand circuit voltages and general model behavior  
● Geometry testing was completed next to meet first MPC customer need  
● Bypass Conductor Quantity testing was performed last to optimize required number of conductors 
● All data was analyzed using laws of basic RC circuits and high-pass filters  
 

Outcomes 
 

● Approximately, every 6000 sq ft of tank roof, one 
bypass conductor is required at adequate protection. 
● It has been determined that API recommendations 
overprotect smaller tanks and under protect larger 
tanks. 

● Thus, MPC is able to make a case against API 545 
recommendations 

● As relates to geometric location of bypass conductors, 
evenly spaced is recommended. 


